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July 20, 2016
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SOLABLOCK LLC COMPLETES SOLAR PYRAMID REPORT
Patrick Quinlan and a team of four student interns have announced the completion of a
technical report addressing the need for solar electric generation in remote locations.
Desplaines, Hicks, Kenney, Schlerman, and Quinlan introduce solar pyramids as a way to expand
the solar movement and provide power stations in areas that are not connected to the grid.
The report primarily focuses on solar pyramids in Kenya Africa as a way to charge cell phones.
The majority of the population relies on cell phones for a variety of different purposes, but
access to electricity is limited. Solar pyramids will serve as charging stations that can charge up
to 110 cell phones per day.
Alina Davledzarova, SolaBlock’s Sustainability & Marketing intern comments, "by taking an
ancient brilliant design we can transform it into something that will aid people's lives. It is so
touching that there are small companies such as SolaBlock that put their hearts into designing
something for people that will never even know of their names. It is a truly honorable deed and I
am proud to have met such people."

Background
SolaBlock is a clean energy manufacturer of solar-clad masonry. Our technology is an entirely
new direction in solar electric building. SolaBlock wall systems are designed specifically to be
longer lasting, more weather resistant, theft proof, and vandal resistant than traditional solar
products.
SolaBlock LLC
SolaBlock LLC is led by Patrick Quinlan and Jason Laverty. Patrick Quinlan has over 25 years
experience in renewable energy technology development, serving as Science Fellow in Congress
and Technology Fellow at the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. Jason
Laverty is a veteran mason and former technology instructor for the International Masonry
Institute.
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